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Driving Light Lock Kits
Your Spotties or LED light bars are expensive - and offer a very practical upgrade to your
vehicle. Unfortunately thieves will take advantage of your good nature in simply bolting
these to your vehicle, by very quickly & easily unbolting them. All the thief has to do to knock
off your lights is unthread a single nut on each light.
You can make things much more difﬁcult for the unsuspecting thief by ﬁtting your Spotties or
LED light bars with the Roadsafe anti-theft locking nuts & bolts. Each kit comes complete
with two nuts (or bolts) and a key that ﬁts to both.
There are many different nuts and bolts with different hole patterns - and the chances that a
thief has a matching key to your nuts or bolts is remote.
Each key is marked with a pattern number. Please ensure you record your pattern number
in a safe place so if you misplace your key you can purchase a replacement. We DO NOT
record the pattern number at point of sale.
For obvious reasons (!) the individual nuts or bolts are not marked with their pattern number!
How it works… the key has a speciﬁc stud pattern that matches to & engages with the
recesses in the domed nut or bolt. This allows for the key holder to thread and unthread the
nuts as required. The end of the key accepts a 13/16" socket or spanner.
The domed nut & bolt heads makes it near on impossible to undo the nut or bolt with multi
grips or other similar tools.
The nuts & bolts come in a variety of sizes, to suit a large variety of LED light bars & Spotties,
in addition to Aerials and other external bolt on devices. Check the threads prior to ordering.
Secure your investment in your LED light bars and/or Spotties. Once tightened, the
Roadsafe anti-theft locking nuts & bolts are very difﬁcult to remove without the correct key.

Various Sizes Available Now
BN6X1.0 = M6x1.0P nut
BN8X1.25 = M8x1.25P nut
BN10X1.5 = M10x1.5P nut
BN12X1.75 = M12x1.75P nut
BN1-2BSW = 1/2" BSW nut
BB6X1.0 = M6x1.0P bolt
BB8X1.25 = M8x1.25P bolt
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BN6X1.0

NUT KIT (PAIR) & KEY (IND) M6 X 1.0P – SUIT LED LIGHT BAR (VARIOUS)

RRP* $37.00
BN8X1.25

NUT KIT (PAIR) & KEY (IND) M8X1.25P – SUIT LED LIGHT BAR (VARIOUS) – SMALLER LIGHTS

BN10X1.5

NUT KIT (PAIR) & KEY (IND) M10X1.5P - SUIT LIGHTFORCE, HELLA, NARVA, CIBIE, ULTRA
VISION, ROO LIGHT, XXX LED LIGHT BARS (VARIOUS)

RRP* $37.00

RRP* $37.00

BN12X1.75

NUT KIT (PAIR) & KEY (IND) M12X1.75P – SUIT IPF DRIVING LIGHTS 900XS

RRP* $37.00
BN1-2BSW

NUT KIT (PAIR) & KEY (IND) ½’ BSW - SUIT ROO LIGHT, NITE STALKER

RRP* $37.00
BB6x1.00

BOLT KIT (PAIR) & KEY (IND) M6X1.0P X 20MM SUIT KORR LIGHTING (SMALLER LIGHT BARS)
& BULLBAR TUBE MOUNTS

BB8x1.25

BOLT KIT (PAIR) & KEY (IND) M8X1.25P X 20MM SUIT KORR LIGHTING (LARGER LIGHT BARS)
& IRONMAN CURVED LED LIGHT BARS

NEW

RRP* $39.00

NEW

RRP* $39.00

New
Bolt Kits
Now Available

Manufacturers
names & brands
used for reference
of ﬁtment
possibilities
only.
*Pricing listed was correct at time of product bulletin preparation
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